How Well Do You Know Our Neighborhood?

Story by Kate Harold
Illustrations by Justin Green

Answers

So you think you know Oakley? The boundaries of
our neighborhood may be quirkier than they seem.
Take this quiz and see how in-the-know you are
about where you live.

1.

a. Oakley. Boneﬁsh, at the corner of
Madison and Edwards, is in a shopping center
often thought of as being in Hyde Park (perhaps
because Hyde Park Center is its name).

For each question, answer one of the following:

2.

a. Oakley. People often assume that when
they get off the Smith/Edwards exit, they are
automatically in Hyde Park. Not
true. They actually land in Oakley
(from I-71 South) or Norwood
(from I-71 North). Hyde Park Fish
Market, located at 3966 Edwards Road in
Oakley, falls right in between the two exits.

3.

b. Hyde Park. Located at 2675 Madison
Road, Busken is situated just beyond the
railroad tracks that serve as the border
between Oakley and Hyde Park.
Fortunately, residents of Oakley,
Hyde Park and Norwood alike
are all able to enjoy the delightful aromas that waft out of this
hometown bakery.

a. Oakley
b. Hyde Park
c. Norwood
Where is…
1. Boneﬁsh Grill
2. Hyde Park Fish Market
3. Busken Bakery
4. Biggʼs Hyde Park and Hyde Park Kroger
5. Boutique Hope
6. Joseph-Beth
7. Hyde Park Meats
8. Oakley Pub and Grill
9. Sunshine Fine Foods
10. Marburg Square
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4.

5.

a. Oakley. Are you noticing a trend? Many
stores in Oakley like to capitalize on the name
and reputation of our neighbor to the south.
Biggʼs Hyde Park, Hyde Park Kroger and, in
fact, all of the shops in Hyde Park Plaza actually
call Oakley home.
a. Oakley. With its vogue name, this hip
shop sounds like it could be in Hyde Park
Square, but Oakley is proud
to call it ours. Located at 3096
Madison Road, Boutique Hope is
a great place to go for the latest
fashions and one-of-a-kind styles.

6.

c. Norwood. Long overlooked as part of
Hyde Park, Rookwood Plaza (where JosephBeth is located) falls into Norwoodʼs domain.
Norwood took advantage of the
recent building of Rookwood
Commons to reinforce its custody
of these properties.

7.

b. Hyde Park. Ah-ha! An establishment
that knows where itʼs located. At 3645 Paxton
Avenue, Hyde Park Meats is known for its fresh
meats and daily soups (their chicken noodle
soup nearly cures a winter cold).

8.

a. Oakley. Another business that bears the
name of the neighborhood in which it resides.
Oakley Pub and Grill is right in
Oakley Square at the corner of
Isabella and Madison. Their burgers
get great reviews from locals.

9.

b. Hyde Park. This small neighborhood
market, at 3501 Erie Avenue, lives in the area of
Hyde Park known as East Hyde Park.

10.

a. Oakley. Marburg Square is located at
the corner of Marburg and Wasson in a section
of Oakley that closely borders East Hyde Park.
Construction is well underway on this new
development which will offer town and row
homes surrounding a village center and central
green space.

Scoring
Count up how many you got right and see how you
scored.
0-3 Just Moved In. You havenʼt lived in Oakley
very long and most likely rent a place. You were
drawn to it by the phrase “Hyde Park NR” in the ad.
You are liking the neighborhood more and more and
love its central location. Proximity is everything.
4-7 Been Around a While. You live in Oakley, but
you tell people you live in Hyde Park. The zoning
lines are a bit fuzzy to you, but so is everything else
on a Friday night after enjoying some drinks in Oakley Square. Wait, or were you in Hyde Park Square?
8-10 Long-timer. Youʼve lived in Oakley much if
not all of your life and youʼre proud to call it home.
You frequent Hyde Park Plaza, but you take secret
pride in knowing that youʼre supporting local Oakley businesses when you go there. •••
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